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Editorial

Dear reader,
Customers performing wind tunnel tests are increasingly requesting quantitative information
about the flow field around their model in addition to classical force measurements. This data
is of interest, for example, to validate the results of numerical simulations or, more generally,
to gain a better understanding of the flow physics in the vicinity of the model. These needs
can be fulfilled through well-established methods, such as particle image velocimetry (PIV) for
flow vector measurements or pressure sensitive paints (PSP) for surface pressure data.
To provide reliable results, these powerful but complex techniques require extensive investments,
both in equipment and in continuous practical experience. Maintaining the required skills and
keeping up with new technological developments can thus be a challenge when it is only used
on an irregular basis. To address this challenge, RUAG collaborates with proven experts in
various fields to support our customers with the necessary know-how and details. Our specialist
associates have detailed knowledge of our facility and guarantee confidentiality. They are able
to field the most modern equipment and provide well-honed crews, thus ensuring efficient test
performance and high quality results. Customers may of course also bring their own experts,
who we will gladly support in preparation and performance of a test.
The articles in this Newsletter illustrate this philosophy and its benefits to you.
Would you like to know more about our workings? Please visit our website or – better
yet – contact me directly.

Andreas Hauser
General Manager Aerodynamic Department
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Efficient PIV in RUAG’s Large Wind
Tunnel Emmen (LWTE)
The drawbacks of PIV-measurements in productive wind tunnel
testing are long setup times or lack of flexibility in the choice of the
measurement planes. A newly developed PIV probe which was
tested in the LWTE alleviates this problem.
The quantitative measurement of the flow
field around a model in the wind tunnel is
usually a time consuming and costly operation. Measurements with multi-directional
probes (typically 5-hole probes) mounted on
a traversing system, which positions one or
more probes (a rake) at locations of interest,
require a lot of wind-on time to obtain a reasonable spatial resolution. In addition, the close
presence of the probe and its support structure may influence the flow around the model.
Modern optical systems such as Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) are non-intrusive, offer high
spatial and temporal resolution but require
time-consuming repositioning of lasers and
cameras for each measurement plane of interest. The associated setup effort is such that
PIV is only very rarely used in commercial wind
tunnel testing.
To overcome the drawbacks of conventional
PIV setups, and with the addition of only minor
intrusiveness, RUAG uses a PIV system in

Fig. 1; traverse mounted PIV probe in the test
section. A 3D CAD model allows efficient planning of a PIV test campaign.

which all components are rigidly mounted
on the traversing system in the wind tunnel
(fig. 1). This allows for quick and easy repositioning of the measurement plane without
requiring a new calibration.

Fig. 2; 3D PIV probe concept with laser plane and field of view of cameras.
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In order to measure all three velocity components, a stereo PIV system is used. The measurement plane is perpendicular to the free
stream velocity (axial). The probe (fig. 2) consists of a tube with an approximate diameter
of 150 mm and a length of 2 metres in which
two cameras and their associated optics are
installed. The probe is attached to the traverse
which also carries the laser unit, and can be
mounted in different orientations around the
longitudinal axis, e.g. to allow sideways optical access. Located on the side of the probe,
the laser guide optics generates the vertical
laser sheet at mid-length of the probe. Seeding is introduced downstream of the test section, thus taking advantage of the wind tunnel fan’s mixing action to generate a
homogeneous distribution of the particles in
the test section. Figure 3 shows the PIV probe
in operation in the wind tunnel.
Fig. 3; PIV probe below an inverted business jet wind tunnel model

The effective measurement area (measurement field) is approximately 30 cm by 40 cm
(w × h) and is offset from the probe by approximately 1.5 metres. Typically, for each
field up to 1’000 instant measurements are
made, with a sampling rate of 5 Hz to 10 Hz.
The probe is then moved to the next measurement field using the traversing system without stopping the wind tunnel.

The high resolution – in terms of both time
and space – provides a wide range of possibilities for further data analyses. During postprocessing, the individual measurement planes
can be assembled to obtain the full velocity
field behind the model, as shown in Figure 4
for the sample business jet. However, time

dependent evaluations and coherence analyses can also be performed. The system’s basic design strategy is focused on precision
and efficiency. It is fully operational and adds
another valuable capability to the already
comprehensive instrumentation portfolio of
RUAG’s LWTE.

Fig. 4; results, combined from several overlapping measurement planes in lateral direction behind a
business jet model. Contour coloured by axial velocity, vectors show in plane velocity components
(only every fourth linear data point is plotted)
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DrivAer in the Automotive Wind
Tunnel Emmen (AWTE)
In the frame of a research project led by DLR Göttingen, PSP and
PIV measurements were performed on a ¼-scale model of the
generic DrivAer car model in AWTE.
The flow around a passenger car is highly
complex. To obtain a better understanding of
the flow phenomena, basic research is often
performed on simplified shapes such as the
Ahmed body. However, because these generic
bodies often differ far too much from presentday passenger car geometries, the results are
not easily transferrable. At the same time, the
actual geometries of production cars are not
normally freely available, as a result of manufacturers’ confidentiality requirements. To rectify this, the Technical University of Munich,
together with Audi and BMW, developed a
freely available, sensibly detailed generic car
shape representative of today’s car designs:
the DrivAer car. Consequently, this geometry
definition has been used by numerous research groups for CFD simulations and wind
tunnel tests.
DLR Göttingen uses a ¼-scale DrivAer model
for basic research, and to assess and develop
new measurement techniques. The scale was
chosen to make the model compatible with
a large number of different wind tunnels, so as
to enable comparisons. A first test was per-

Fig. 1: PSP measurements on ¼ scale DrivAer model
in AWTE

formed in RUAG’s Automotive Wind Tunnel
Emmen, with the model installed in the classical manner using a dorsal sting interfaced
with the internal 6-component balance. Its
wheels were held in place by lateral struts, and
entrained by the moving belt.
The goals of the test were twofold: (1) to
validate the idea of performing in parallel
pressure sensitive paint measurements and
particle image velocimetry, and (2) to measure
the aerodynamic forces on the model, obtain
the pressure distribution on the car and attain
quantitative flow field data, especially in the
vicinity of the wheels. The results will be
compared to similar measurements conducted
in other wind tunnels, so as to determine
the influence of different ground simulation
methods.

Fig. 2: PIV flow field measurements in the rear wheel area
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Recent Activities

Green Rotorcraft DREAm-TILT project
A part of the Clean Sky initiative, the Green
Rotorcraft ITD addresses the challenge of halving the specific impact of rotorcraft operations
on the environment, operating together with
other already launched technology programmes
at European or national levels.
A consortium consisting of Hit09 Srl, the
Università degli Studi di Padova and RUAG
Aviation responded to a call from the Cleansky
research program for both computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) investigations and wind tunnel
tests, which aimed to validate fuselage drag
reduction measures for a tilt-rotor configuration
that had been developed only by CFD analysis.
The DREAm-TILT wind tunnel campaign per-

formed in RUAG’s Large Wind Tunnel confirmed the drag reduction goals. For the second
part of the project, the focus shifted to additional flow measurements. AgustaWestland,
the DREAm-TILT topic manager and owner of
the wind tunnel model, commissioned the

Italian Aerospace Research Centre CIRA to perform three component Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements. To improve understanding of the complex flow structures and to
validate CFD simulations, the rear fuselage area
was investigated in detail.

In October 2013, the new Falcon F5X twin
engine business jet was launched by Dassault
Aviation at the National Business Aviation
Convention in Las Vegas. Only a few months
later, at the European Business Aviation Convention in Geneva, yet another addition to the
Falcon family was announced by Dassault
Aviation Chairman and CEO, Eric Trappier: the
Falcon F8X. Concurrently, Dassault’s aerody-

namicists were wrapping up a series of intense
low-speed wind tunnel test campaigns in
RUAG’s LWTE. Focused on obtaining performance data for flight in icing conditions, different shapes of ice build-up were applied to
critical areas of the model to determine their
influence. The data obtained from these last
test entries for both aircraft models is essential
for certification purposes.

New Dassault Business Jets

Publications
Andreas Hauser, RUAG Aviation; “Aircraft Propulsion Testing, Developments and Experiences”, 50th annual SATA meeting, June 1– 6, 2014,
Bremen, Germany
Dr. Claus Zimmermann, Werner Häberli, RUAG Aviation; “Investigations of Thermal Behavior of Block-type Balances”, 9th International
Symposium on Strain-Gage Balances, Seattle, USA
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